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North America’s Laminating & Converting Company

N.A.L. PROTECTIVE PRODUCTS

At N.A.L. Company®, we understand that each of your products has different packaging and shipping needs. Our company has over 45 years of experience in using innovative thinking to create the best product for packaging items while keeping costs, sustainability, and durability in the forefronts of our minds.

CORNER BOARD PERFORATION PLACEMENT SYSTEM (CPPS™)

The Corner Board Perforation Placement System, or CPPS™, patented and trademarked, is made of laminated sheets of paperboard, formed into a 90° angle with a perforated, partially delaminated paperboard located inside the corner board. The product allows tearing motions to create a tag, or ear-flap that will protrude perpendicularly to the corner board, then sandwich between two products to hold the corner board in place while the full product is packed for shipment.

By applying CPPS™ to packaging products, users can save time, resources, and improve safety functions. With the development of this product, we managed to create a product exceedingly useful for manufacturing and packaging industries that had not been developed before. This product produces very little scrap, occupies very little time, and is cost effective without producing safety issues or ergonomic hazards. such as unprinted folding cartons, dividers, bottle carriers, trays, box blanks, POP displays, pharmaceuticals, food packaging, and boxes.

CONTACT US
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937.444.2518
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937.444.2320

ADDRESS
P.O. Box 14
Mt Orab, OH 45154

REQUEST A QUOTE
nalquote@nalcompany.com

ORDER A PRODUCT
order@nalcompany.com

NEED MORE INFO?
info@nalcompany.com

THE PERFORATED TEAR DOWN, ALLOWS THE CORNERBOARD TO BE HELD BY ITSELF ONCE THE CONTENT IS STACKED ON TOP.